SMC 2019 - Congress Tours
Social events mainly for accompanying persons
Congress tours can only take place if there is a minimum number of participants (no. 35).
The tours are held in English. They start and end at the Nicolaus hotel.

October 8

GUIDED TOUR OF BARI CITY HISTORICAL CENTER
HALF DAY (h 9.00 -15.00) - € 50.00 per person (22% VAT INCLUDED). Possible entry tickets are not
included. The tour includes an English-speaking guide, and lunch in a typical restaurant.
Enjoy a day tour to see some of the most beautiful sights in Bari, the second most important cruise
port in Italy after Venice. Rich in history, Bari pre-dates the Romans, but it was during the Middle Ages
that it truly flourished, partly as one of the main slave ports of the Mediterranean. You will see old
women making handmade orecchiette pasta, and an array of colorful sights, such as the Petruzzelli
Theatre, one of the grandest opera houses in Italy. Visit the Basilica of Saint Nicholas, one of the 4
Palatine churches of Apulia, and home to the relics of Saint Nicholas.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS - Full pre-payment is requested. The Organisers reserve the right to change itinerary of the
tour for logistic reasons. Reservations will be accepted on a first come first served basis. Otherwise, Centro
Italiano Congressi CIC SUD will cancel the tour and the amount paid will be refunded in full. No further claims
can be considered. In case of no show or if other means of transportation are used by the participants, no
refunds will be made. If a tour is cancelled by the participant after September 24, Th full fee will be payable and
no refund can be made. The total sum will also be due if the participant does not show up for the tour .

